Wordscapes level 5151 answers
Wordscapes level 5151 in the Foliage Group and Mist Pack contains 14 words
and the letters ACERS making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 34 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 60,496 words and 248,461 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
ACE, ARE, EAR, ERA, SEA, SAC, CARE, CASE, RACE, SCAR, ACRE, SEAR, SCARE, SCARCE.
The extra or bonus words are:
AESC, ERAS, SER, SEC, RECS, ACRES, SAR, RES, ACES, ERS, SAE, ARC, EARS, CARSE,
SERAC, ACER, ACERS, SERA, ARES, CARES, REC, RACES, CARS, CECA, ARS, ARSE,
ARCSEC, RAS, CAR, SACRE, ESCAR, ARCS, RASE, EAS.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5151
ACE - A single point or spot on a playing card or die.
ARE - Second-person singular simple present tense of be.
EAR - The organ of hearing, consisting of the pinna, auditory canal, eardrum, malleus
, incus, stapes and cochlea.
ERA - A time period of indeterminate length, generally more than one year.
SEA - A large body of salty water. (Major seas are known as oceans.).
SAC - A bag or pouch inside a plant or animal that typically contains a fluid.
CARE - Grief, sorrow.
CASE - An actual event, situation, or fact.
RACE - A contest between people, animals, vehicles, etc. where the goal is to be the
first to reach some objective. Several horses run in a horse race, and the first one
to reach the finishing post wins.
SCAR - A permanent mark on the skin sometimes caused by the healing of a wound.
ACRE - A field.
SEAR - Dry; withered, especially of vegetation.
SCARE - A minor fright.
SCARCE - Uncommon, rare; difficult to find; insufficient to meet a demand.

